Questionnaire
1.

In what field of study do you interested?

2.

Specify chosen specialty

3.

Do you plan to continue in future postgraduate or
master studies in ONPU?

4.

Specify the source from which you heard about
ONPU

5.

On what was based Your choice when choosing a
HIGH SCHOOL?

6.

What additional features ONPU attracted you?

7.

Does it matter to you carrying out / attending
extracurricular classes within ONPU?

8.

What in your opinion could contribute your
adaptation to training in ONPU?

9.

What languages do you speak?

10.

Have you any communicative difficulties in
communicating in Russian?

11.

What language would you like to learn additionally
in ONPU?

12.

Do you have an access to Wi-Fi network and
computers (PC) in ONPU for educational
purposes?

13.

How do you see your life in perspective after your
graduation from ONPU?

14.

Full name
Telephone number
E-mail
Postal address

Date of filling

a) natural sciences
b) technical and engineering sciences
c) social and humanitarian sciences

a) Yes, I plan to continue education in postgraduate study
b) Yes, I plan to get a Master’s degree
c) No, I plan to get a Bachelor's degree only
a) an information flyer (leaflet)
b) electronic resources
c) advice of relatives / friends
a) prestige, status
b) location
c) the cost of training
g) training direction
d) the ability to expand contacts
g) the unstable political and economic situation in their
home country
a) the opportunity to attend additional educational and
sports clubs
b) positive moral and psychological climate
c) the conditions for self-development and hobby
d) good preparation in the chosen direction
a) yes
b) no
c) hard to answer
a) organization and carrying out joint mass-cultural and
sports activities
b) motivational training
c) organization of student self-government

a) yes, as I did not previously learn Russian
b) yes, as I do not speak, but I understand the speech of
collocutor
a) No, I have not any difficulties, as I know Russian very
good
a) English
b) German
c) French
d) Spanish
d) Other (write your own version)
a) have, at any time,
b) have, but not always when it is need
c) do not have
a) will stay in Ukraine and continue to work on the
speciality
b) will stay in Ukraine in search of work outside the
speciality
c) will leave Ukraine and return to my homeland in search
of employment
g) will continue research activities in postgraduate study
d) other (write your own version)

Signature

